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Abstract

Title: The Effect of a Mediation-Blocking Task on the Acquisition of Instructive
Feedback Targets
Author: Amelia Dressel
Advisor: Catherine Nicholson, BCBA, Ph.D.

The inclusion of instructive feedback (IF) targets in discrete trial training (DTT)
has been shown to increase the efficiency of DTT procedures. However, the
behavioral mechanism underlying the effectiveness of this procedure has not been
determined. Researchers have suggested that students self-echo the feedback,
which mediates later responding. The present study sought to understand the role of
self-echoics in the acquisition of untaught targets. The three experimental
conditions were 1) a typical IF procedure, 2) a vocal mediation-blocking procedure,
in which the participants were asked to engage in a competing vocal response
immediately after the IF was presented, and 3) a motor-distraction procedure, in
which the participants were asked to engage in a motor response immediately after
the IF was presented. The inclusion of the vocal mediation-blocking task had little
effect on the participants’ ability to learn the IF statements.
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The Effect of a Mediation-Blocking Task on the Acquisition of Instructive
Feedback Targets
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is classified as a pervasive
developmental disorder that affects 1 in 68 children (American Psychiatric
Association, 2013; Christensen et al., 2016). Usually diagnosed around the age of
4, although it can be diagnosed reliably at the age of 2 (Moore & Goodson, 2003),
ASD is marked by deficits in social communication and an excess of restricted or
repetitive patterns of behavior, both of which present in early childhood and impair
everyday functioning (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Young children
with ASD may not perform much differently from their typically developing peers
at an early age, but this performance gap only grows with time if effective
intervention and teaching strategies are not put in place (Howard, Sparkman,
Cohen, Green, & Stanislaw, 2005). One teaching procedure that has been shown to
be effective with children with ASD is discrete-trial training.

Discrete Trial Training
Discrete-trial training (DTT) is a structured, rapid teaching procedure that
can be used to teach new behaviors, such as naming items and pictures, imitating,
matching, and answering questions, and to manage disruptive behaviors (Smith,
2001). To teach a complex behavior, the behavior is broken down into discrete
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components, which can be taught one at a time until the learner has mastered the
individual aspect of the skill. The components are then systematically added
together to form the new, complex behavior (Smith, 2001).
DTT consists of trials aimed at teaching a specific response, and a trial is
conducted as follows: (1) the teacher presents a discriminative stimulus (SD), or
instruction (i.e., the antecedent condition); (2) the teacher delivers a prompt to the
learner; (3) the learner responds to the SD and/or prompt; (4) the teacher delivers a
consequence to the learner (i.e., the consequent condition); and (5) the intertrial
interval (ITI), a break that usually lasts a few seconds, begins, which separates one
trial from the next (Carroll, Kodak, & Fisher, 2013). When combined with other
forms of treatment and implemented at an early age, DTT has been shown to be
effective for teaching new behaviors, increasing motivation and learning, and
decreasing undesirable behaviors with children with ASD (Smith, 2001).
In his seminal study, Lovaas (1987) provided an early and intensive
treatment package for children with autism who were less than 46 months old. The
children in the experimental group received treatment consisting of DTT and
punishment procedures for 40 hours a week for over two years and the children in
the control group received 10 hours of treatment a week for the same amount of
time. At the end of the experiment, 49% of the participants in the experimental
group “recovered” from their symptoms of autism. In other words, half of the
participants that received treatment were behaviorally indistinguishable from their
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typically developing peers at the end of the 2 years of treatment. Although Lovaas’
study indicated DTT and early intervention could lead to a “recovery” from ASD
symptoms, a complete replication of his findings has not occurred in the years since
(Bibby, Eikeseth, Martin, Mudford, & Reeves, 2002). Even if DTT is introduced at
an early age, it may not be enough to bolster the child’s social and academic
repertoires to the level of his or her typically developing peers (Vladescu & Kodak,
2013). To decrease this developmental gap, instructional methods like DTT should
be structured and modified to be as efficient as possible.

Instructional Efficiency
Wolery, Doyle, Ault, Gast, Meyer, and Stinson (1991) define an efficient
procedure as one that is, first and foremost, effective. An effective procedure
accomplishes the goal of the procedure. If the goal of the procedure is to teach a
child to tie her shoes, an effective procedure would be one that results in the learner
acquiring the skill of tying her shoes. Additionally, the procedure must create more
learning with less effort than a comparably effective procedure to be considered
efficient (Wolery et al., 1991).
More learning with less effort can occur if a procedure creates faster
learning, produces broader learning, and/or allows relationships to form that were
not directly taught (Wolery et al., 1991). First, a faster teaching procedure would
allow the learner to acquire more targets in the same amount of teaching time
3

compared to another teaching procedure. If a learner acquires 10 targets in 5 min
using Procedure A and acquires six targets in 5 min using Procedure B, Procedure
A is more efficient. Second, a procedure that creates broader learning would allow
a learner to acquire targets that were not directly taught. The learner could acquire
new responses through the presentation of additional stimuli before, during, or after
the teaching trial that are not taught. Third, an efficient procedure can form new
relationships between various stimuli, through the process of stimulus-stimulus
pairing, without direct teaching. Relationships between three or more stimuli can
form to create an equivalence class (Werts, Wolery, Holcombe-Ligon, & NeumontAment, 1992). Some relationships within equivalence classes can form without
direct teaching (Saunders & Green, 1999; Sidman, 1986). For example, an
instructor can present a learner with a picture of a dog (A) and teach the learner to
say “dog” (B) in the presence of the picture of the dog (A=B). The instructor can
then teach the learner to say “dog” (B) in the presence of the written word “dog”
(C; B=C). Stimulus equivalence (Sidman, 1971) occurs when the picture of the dog
(A) evokes selection of the written word “dog” (C) without direct teaching (A=C).
All three of these definitions of efficiency occur when instructive feedback is
incorporated into DTT.
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Instructive Feedback
Incorporating instructive feedback (IF) into DTT is one way to make DTT
more efficient. IF is a procedure that involves presenting additional, or non-target,
stimuli during the antecedent or consequent condition of DTT (Wolery, Werts,
Holcombe, Billings, & Vassilaros, 1993). Most often, an IF target is presented in
the consequent condition after the presentation of the reinforcer for the primary
target behavior (Nottingham, Vladescu, & Kodak, 2015; Werts, Wolery,
Holcombe, & Gast, 1995). After presenting an IF stimulus, the teacher does not
require the learner to imitate the response, nor does the teacher deliver
reinforcement if the learner does imitate the response (Werts et al., 1995).
A discrete trial with instructive feedback in the consequent condition might
look like this: (1) the teacher presents the antecedent stimulus to the learner (e.g.,
teacher: presents a picture of a dog while saying, “What is it?”); (2) the teacher
prompts the child to emit the correct response, (e.g., teacher: “dog”); (3) the learner
responds to the antecedent (e.g., learner: “dog”); (4) the teacher presents the
consequence (e.g., teacher: “Good job” and/or delivers a tangible reinforcer); (5)
the teacher presents the IF stimulus (e.g., teacher: “A dog says woof”); (6) the ITI
begins. Notice there is no programmed consequence delivered to the learner if he
responds to the IF statement, nor is the response directly taught using prompts.
After the DTT session, the acquisition of the correct responses to the IF stimuli are
assessed in probe sessions.
5

Efficiency of IF. To be considered more efficient than DTT, IF must first
be considered an effective procedure. The purpose of IF is for the learner to acquire
new behaviors without direct teaching (Werts et al., 1995), a goal that has been
achieved in small group settings (Gast, Doyle, Wolery, Ault, & Kolenda, 1994),
during one-to-one DTT (Wolery, Schuster, & Collins, 2000), and with children
with developmental delays, including ASD (Loughrey, Betz, Majdalany, &
Nicholson, 2014; Vladescu & Kodak, 2013; Wolery et al., 2000). When compared
to DTT alone, DTT with IF has also been shown to be the more efficient procedure
because it allows more targets to be learned in the same amount of teaching time
(Nottingham, Vladescu, Kodak, & Kisamore, 2017). Nottingham et al. (2017)
evaluated the efficiency of DTT with and without IF using four conditions with
between zero and four IF stimuli in the antecedent and/or consequent conditions.
Both participants required less time in session per target in the conditions that
included multiple IF stimuli, regardless of whether the targets were taught or
presented as IF. Additionally, conditions in which IF stimuli were presented
resulted in the same amount of time spent in teaching, on average, with up to three
times the amount of information acquired. Not only did more acquisition occur in
the same amount of time, but new target behaviors were acquired without being
directly taught, which increased the efficiency of the procedure.
Researchers have manipulated aspects of IF to evaluate the extent to which
untaught targets can be acquired through IF, including evaluating the relationship
6

between the taught and untaught targets (Werts, Wolery, Holcombe, & Frederick,
1993), the number of targets (Nottingham et al., 2017), and the frequency of
presentation (Werts, Caldwell, & Wolery, 2003; Wolery, Werts, Holcombe, et al.,
1993). The relationship, either related or unrelated, between the taught and
untaught target is defined by the target’s instructional domain. A related IF target
is one that belongs to the same instructional domain (e.g., belongs to the same
academic subject or expands on the taught target) as the taught target while an
unrelated IF target belongs to a different instructional domain (Werts et al., 1993).
For example, if the taught target response is saying “dog” in the presence of a
picture, a related IF target could be “A dog says woof.” An unrelated IF target
could be “The capital of Florida is Tallahassee.” Participants with mild mental
retardation are able to learn one related IF target per taught target, but when
combined with additional related and/or unrelated targets, the untaught behaviors
are less likely to be acquired (Gast et al., 1994; Werts et al., 1993). Other
researchers have replicated and extended Gast and colleagues’ (1994) results to
show learners can acquire up to two related IF targets per taught target (Nottingham
et al., 2017). Additionally, researchers have demonstrated the effectiveness of IF in
the acquisition of untaught stimuli regardless of whether the untaught stimuli were
presented on every trial of the target stimulus, on alternating trials of the target
stimulus, or if they reliably or unreliably followed a specific target stimulus (Werts
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et al., 2003; Wolery, Werts, Holcombe, et al., 1993). It is apparent IF is efficient,
but it remains undetermined as to why.

Proposed Behavioral Mechanisms of IF
Although IF can be effective in the acquisition of untaught targets, the
behavioral mechanism that allows these untaught targets to be acquired is unclear.
Researchers have proposed four different mechanisms that could explain this
phenomenon: observational learning (Carroll & Kodak, 2015; Reichow & Wolery,
2011; Wolery, Werts, & Holcombe, 1993), indiscriminable contingencies (Wolery,
Werts, & Holcombe, 1993), demand characteristics (Vladescu & Kodak, 2013;
Wolery, Werts, & Holcombe, 1993), and a generalized imitative repertoire (Carroll
& Kodak, 2015; Nottingham et al., 2017; Reichow & Wolery, 2011; Vladescu &
Kodak, 2015).
Observational learning. The first proposed mechanism of action is
observational learning (Carroll & Kodak, 2015; Reichow & Wolery, 2011; Werts et
al., 2003; Wolery, Werts, & Holcombe, 1993). Observational learning occurs when
a behavior is acquired by watching another organism (Catania, 2013). Bandura
(1971) named four components necessary for observational learning to be effective:
attention, retention, reproduction, and reinforcement. The learner must attend to the
instructor’s model, retain the information for a period of time, reproduce the
behavior, and receive reinforcement both for attending to and reproducing the
8

modeled behavior (Bandura, 1971). Bandura’s hypothesis about observational
learning can account for the acquisition of IF targets incorporated in a DTT setting
because the instructor is providing a model of the appropriate response that will
eventually be required of the learner and there is a history of reinforcement for
attending to and modeling the behavior of the instructor. Although observational
learning could account for most of the acquisition of IF responses in IF studies in
which the IF is spoken or modeled, it provides a weaker explanation in studies in
which the IF is presented to the learner textually (e.g., in the form of text), because
there may not be opportunity to observe the correct response (e.g., reading the word
out-loud; Wolery, Werts, & Holcombe, 1993).
Indiscriminable contingencies. The next potential mechanism of action for
IF is indiscriminable contingencies. An indiscriminable contingency occurs when
the learner is uncertain as to which responses will be followed by reinforcement
(Cooper, Heron, & Heward, 2007). When IF is presented before the delivery of the
reinforcer, it is possible the learner is unable to determine which behavior is being
reinforced: responding to the taught target or attending to the IF (Wolery, Werts, &
Holcombe, 1993). This can lead to the learner developing both behaviors instead of
just the behavior that is purposefully being reinforced. This explanation is limited,
however, because during DTT the IF is often presented after the reinforcer is
delivered, which makes accidental reinforcement for attending to the IF unlikely.
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Demand characteristics. Demand characteristics could be another
potential explanation for the acquisition of IF if the learner’s history with DTT has
conditioned a functional response class of attending to the instructor and imitating
the behaviors presented by the instructor (Wolery, Werts, & Holcombe, 1993).
Most, if not all, of the learners who participate in IF research have a history of
reinforcement in DTT settings. This means the learners have a history of attending
to and imitating the teacher that results in the presentation and consumption of a
preferred item. This could easily transfer to the acquisition of the IF stimuli
(Anthony, Wolery, Werts, Caldwell, & Snyder, 1996). Anthony and colleagues
(1996) included daily IF probes in their study to enhance these demand
characteristics to determine whether they were the cause of the IF acquisition.
However, enhancing the demand characteristics was not able to produce any
differential effects (i.e., quicker acquisition of the IF), which decreases the
likelihood of this being the main mechanism of action for the acquisition of IF
targets.
Imitative repertoire. The final hypothesized mechanism of action for IF is
a generalized imitative repertoire. Imitation is behavior under the control of a
physical or vocal behavior of another person (i.e., model), has formal similarity and
point-to-point correspondence with the model, and immediately follows the model
(Cooper et al., 2007). Imitation begins to develop early in infancy. Typically
developing children have been observed to imitate behaviors as young as 12-21
10

days old, although a generalized repertoire may not develop until children are 8 to
12 months of age (Meltzoff & Moore, 1977). A generalized imitative repertoire
develops when several topographies of behaviors are trained and reinforcement is
not consistently delivered after responding to the model (Baer & Sherman, 1964).
If reinforcement is delivered after some correct imitative responses, an increase in
responding for both reinforced and non-reinforced imitative behaviors will occur
(Baer & Sherman, 1964). Although the generalized imitative repertoire is initially
developed with motor movements, this generalized imitative repertoire can extend
to verbal behavior in the form of echoics.

Echoics
An echoic is a verbal operant controlled by a verbal SD wherein the SD and
the echoic response have formal similarity and point-to-point correspondence
(Cooper et al., 2007). For example, if a teacher says, “dog,” and the child repeats,
“dog,” the child’s response is echoic. This verbal operant is important for teaching
language to children with language delays, as it can be used to teach other verbal
operants and is an important precursor for other, more complex verbal skills
(Cooper et al., 2007). Echoic behavior is potentially maintained by the same
generalized repertoire that maintains imitative behavior: a history of reinforcement
for responding (i.e., making sounds) that match the environment (Schlinger, 1995).
Researchers have cited this generalized echoic repertoire as a mechanism for the
11

effectiveness of IF during DTT (Carroll & Kodak, 2015; Loughrey et al., 2014;
Nottingham et al., 2017; Vladescu & Kodak, 2013). This hypothesis was drawn
from the observation that learners echoed the experimenter’s IF on 85-100% of
opportunities (Nottingham et al., 2017; Vladescu & Kodak, 2013). Even when
learners did not overtly echo an IF statement, they may have done so covertly.

Mediation
Although there is more to discover about the function of echoics in learning,
it has been suggested that humans will echo, either overtly (i.e., out loud) or
covertly (i.e., to themselves) when they learn new information (Schlinger, 2008).
This is referred to as “mediation.” This covert echoing, which has been shown to
occur through the use of positron emission tomography (PET) technology by the
activation of the language region of the brain during self-reported covert speech, is
thought to aid in remembering (Paulesu, Frith, & Frackowiak, 1993). Although it is
difficult to get reliable data on the occurrence of covert echoing in remembering
and learning tasks, there is evidence that blocking overt rehearsal can lead to a
decrease in learning (Gutierrez, 2006; Keller, Cowan, & Saults, 1995; Parsons,
Taylor, & Joyce, 1981).
Behavioral research has used delayed match-to-sample (DMTS) to study
remembering (Clough, Meyer, & Miguel, 2016; Gutierrez, 2006; Keller et al.,
1995). In DMTS, the stimulus to be remembered is presented and then
12

subsequently removed for a period of time. After a delay interval, comparison
stimuli are presented. Reinforcement is delivered contingent on the learner
identifying the stimulus that matches the original, target stimulus. The retention of
the correct response is believed to occur through the use of mediational responding,
such as rehearsal in the form of self-echoics (Gutierrez, 2006).
Supporting the self-echoic as mediation hypothesis, Gutierrez (2006)
successfully used a mediation-blocking task, singing the song “The Wheels on the
Bus,” to prevent covert and overt rehearsal from occurring during a sequencing task
with adults. Compared to trials in which participants engaged in a mediation
response (e.g., overt or covert echoics), the trials with the mediation-blocking task
resulted in a decrease in accurate responding. This suggests mediation is necessary
to retain information. It is unclear whether overt mediation-blocking responses can
preclude covert mediation from occurring, but it is unlikely that covert and overt
speech can occur at the same time (Palmer, 2009).
If covert echoing is the mechanism that accounts for how IF targets can be
acquired without direct teaching, a mediation-blocking task should disrupt learning
the IF relations. In other words, by having participants engage in vocal behavior
immediately after hearing the IF, they would be blocked from self-echoing. It is
possible, however, that any distracting task could disrupt learning the IF targets,
even if the learner could still engage in covert echoic behavior. To test the
hypothesis that covert echoing facilitates indirect learning, the purpose of the
13

proposed investigation is to compare the effects of a vocal mediation-blocking task
to a motor distraction task on the acquisition of IF targets.

Method
Participants, Setting, and Materials
Three learners with ASD were recruited for this study. They were receiving
30 hours a week of ABA services from the local clinic. The participants were 3 to 6
years old, had a history with DTT, and were able to sit and attend to the instructor
for up to 10 minutes. Praise was used to reinforce correct responding during regular
therapy sessions as well as during the study. Each participant communicated
verbally and scored at least a Level 2 on the tact (labelling) and intraverbal
(answering questions) domains of the Verbal Behavior Milestones Assessment and
Placement Program (VB-MAPP; Sundberg, 2008), but did not test above Level 3.
Mason was three years and three months at the commencement of the
project and had been receiving ABA services for 13 months. He has a dual
diagnosis of ASD and Avoidance/Restrictive Food Intake Disorder. He scored 81.5
(out of a possible 170 points) on the VB-MAPP, scoring in Level 2 for both tacting
and intraverbals. The second participant, Zach, was three years and three months at
the commencement of the project and had been receiving ABA services for five
months. He has a dual diagnosis of ASD and Avoidant/Restrictive Food Intake
Disorder. He scored in Level 2 and Level 3 in the tacting and intraverbal sections,
14

respectively, of the VB-MAPP, with a total score of 101.5. The final participant,
Austin, was six years old at the commencement of the project and had been
receiving ABA services intermittently beginning in May 2015, with continuous
service for the past 15 months. He has multiple diagnoses, including ASD,
Unspecified Disruptive, Impulse-Control, and Conduct Disorder, and Stereotypic
Movement Disorder with Self-Injury. He scored in Level 3 in both the tacting and
intraverbals of the VB-MAPP, with a total score of 142.5.
The researcher conducted sessions three to five days per week in a private
session room at a local autism treatment center. Each session comprised 12 trials,
with four target/IF pairs presented three times each in semi-random order. Session
materials included data sheets, pens, colored cards for each condition, a timer,
pictures of objects to be tacted, and a video camera.

Pre-experimental Interviews and Assessments
The lead author conducted interviews with the participants, caregivers, and
case managers prior to the onset of the investigation to determine appropriate
targets and reinforcers. The lead investigator selected and subsequently probed
targets to ensure the learner did not already respond correctly to either the primary
taught targets or the IF targets. The primary targets were tacts of pictures or items
(e.g., labelling a picture of a dog) and the IF targets were intraverbal statements
related to the target (e.g., “A dog says ‘woof.’”).
15

Additionally, the lead investigator chose a vocal mediation-blocking task
(e.g., singing the alphabet, counting) and a motor distraction task (e.g., putting
together a puzzle, building with blocks) for each participant. Vocal mediationblocking tasks were assessed by asking the participant to engage in a vocal task
(e.g., sing a song, recite the alphabet) and then periodically presenting echoic trials
(e.g., say, “dog”) while the participant was still engaged in the vocal task. If the
learner did not respond to the majority of echoic trials during a given task, that
vocal task was selected for the study. To assess motor distraction tasks, the
therapist presented echoic trials periodically while the participant engaged with a
motor task. If the participant responded to the majority of echoic trials while
engaged with the task, that task was selected for use in the study.

Experimental Design
An adapted alternating treatments design (AATD; Sindelar, Rosenberg, &
Wilson, 1985) with an embedded nonconcurrent multiple probe across participants
(Tawney & Gast, 1984) was used to determine the effect of mediation-blocking and
motor distraction tasks on the acquisition of IF targets. The AATD consists of a
baseline phase followed by a treatment phase wherein two or more treatments are
rapidly alternated to compare their effects. Experimental control is demonstrated
through prediction and replication (Cooper et al., 2007). The baseline condition is
included to predict the participant’s responding without an intervention. If the level
16

of responding increases from baseline to treatment, experimental control would be
demonstrated. The various treatment conditions are replicated randomly to show
the treatment will remain the same during multiple sessions, which shows the
change in behavior is due to the intervention. Additionally, prediction and
replication are demonstrated if the data paths of the different treatments do not
overlap (Cooper et al., 2007). Clear, distinct data paths show the various treatments
have different effects on behavior while overlapping data paths indicate the
treatments have similar effects on behavior.
This design allowed a direct comparison between three interventions:
instructive feedback, instructive feedback with a vocal mediation-blocking task,
and instructive feedback with a motor distraction task, as described below. An
AATD is useful for comparing treatments when the different instructional target
sets are equally difficult to acquire (Sindelar et al., 1985). The difficulty of the
targets was equated across conditions by matching targets with similar features and
number of syllables in the spoken responses into triads, and then randomly
assigning each target in the triad to one of the three experimental conditions. See
tables 1-3 for a summary of the specific targets for each participant. Each condition
was assigned a number (i.e., IF=1, vocal mediation-blocking=2, motordistraction=3) and the order of conditions was counterbalanced by using a random
number generator to determine the sequence of conditions in each session.
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The embedded multiple probe design was used to show the learner’s
acquisition of the IF targets. The multiple probe design was used to periodically
test the acquisition of the IF targets while minimizing the learners’ contact with the
targets (Horner & Baer, 1978). Probes were conducted at various points in the
experiment to ensure responding to the IF targets remained at low levels before
training occurred and increased once training began.

Dependent Variables and Data Collection
Data were collected by graduate students who demonstrated 95% accuracy
on a procedural integrity checklist. The two primary dependent variables were the
percentage of correct responses to the taught targets and the percentage of correct
responses to the untaught IF targets during the IF probe sessions. The percentage
was calculated by dividing the number of correct responses by the number of total
opportunities to respond and multiplying by 100. Two secondary dependent
variables were also examined: occurrence or nonoccurrence of overtly echoing the
IF statement and occurrence or nonoccurrence of performing the vocal mediationblocking or motor distraction task. Both measures were calculated by dividing the
number of occurrences by the number of opportunities to respond and multiplying
by 100.
Interobserver agreement. Interobserver agreement (IOA) data were
collected by a second, independent observer for at least 33% of sessions across all
18

conditions and participants for both the primary and secondary dependent
measures. The second observer collected data on all dependent measures either
during the session or via video recording. The lead researcher compared data from
the two observers, scoring agreements, disagreements, and total number of trials for
each session. IOA was calculated by dividing the number of agreements by the
total number of trials and multiplying by 100.
Primary dependent measures IOA. For Mason, IOA was collected for
47.5% of sessions with a mean IOA of 98.3% and a range of 83.3-100%. IOA was
collected for Zach for 41.2% of sessions. The average score of his IOA was 96.8%
with a range of 83.3-100%. For Austin, IOA was collected for 45.7% of sessions
with an average of 97.4% and a range of 83.3-100%.
Secondary dependent measures IOA. IOA was collected for the secondary
dependent measures for 48.4% of Mason’s sessions. The average IOA for repeating
the IF statement was 95.5%, with a range of 83.3-100%. The average IOA for
Mason engaging in the vocal or motor task was 91.64%, with a range of 83.3100%. IOA for Zach’s secondary dependent measures was collected for 40% of
sessions. The mean score of IOA for repeating the IF statement was 99.5%, with
scores ranging from 91.6-100%. The IOA for Zach engaging in the vocal or motor
task had an average score of 93.2%, with a range of 83.3-100%. IOA was collected
for the secondary dependent measures for 45.5% of Austin’s sessions. The average
IOA for Austin repeating the IF statement was 99.2%, with a range of 91.6-100%.
19

For engaging in the vocal or motor task, the average IOA was 87.5%, with scores
ranging from 83.3-100%.
Treatment integrity. A second trained observer collected data on the
accuracy of the instructor’s implementation of the experimental procedures through
a treatment integrity checklist either at the time of the session or via video
recording. The lead researcher developed a task analysis for each condition that
specified the exact procedures for the session. The lead researcher calculated
treatment integrity by dividing the number of correctly implemented components of
the checklist by the total components and multiplying by 100. Treatment integrity
was collected for 47.5% of sessions for Mason, with an average of 98.4% and a
range of 90-100%. For Zach’s sessions, treatment integrity was collected for 42.1%
of sessions, with an average score of 98.8% and a range of 87.5-100%. For
Austin’s sessions, treatment integrity was collected for 45.7% of sessions, with a
mean of 98.8% and a range of 90.9-100%.

Procedure
General procedures. Four primary target/IF pairs were randomly assigned
to each of the three experimental conditions. Each primary target was paired with
one related IF target. See Tables 1-3 for a detailed description of each target/IF
pair. For example, after presenting the picture of a dog for the learner to tact
(primary target), the instructor always said, “A dog says, ‘woof’” (IF target). The
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participant’s exposure to the targets outside of the session was controlled for by
choosing targets that are functional, but unlikely to be accidentally exposed to
during their typical day (e.g., cartoon character picture scenes, obscure
superheroes). The instructor presented each primary/IF target pair three times per
session in semi-random order, with the same primary/IF target pair presented no
more than twice in a row, for a total of 12 target presentations per session.
Randomization occurred following the same procedures as described above for
randomizing the session order. Each condition continued until mastery criterion
was met: at or above 80% independent, correct responding per session for three
consecutive sessions.
Baseline primary targets. At least three baseline sessions per experimental
condition were conducted to establish a steady state of responding to the primary
targets. At the onset of each session, the therapist presented a color card
corresponding to the condition in effect as well as a statement of the condition (e.g.,
“I am going to ask you some questions and give you something to do with your
hands” for the IF with a motor distraction task condition). Next, trials began. The
instructor presented the visual stimulus (i.e., picture card), and asked, “What is it?”
Five seconds were allotted for the learner to respond. The instructor delivered no
programmed consequences for correct or incorrect responses. To encourage
appropriate attending behaviors, the instructor presented praise on a variable
interval (VI) 30-s schedule.
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IF probes. IF probe sessions were conducted in the same manner as
baseline of primary targets described above. However, instead of presenting trials
of the primary targets (i.e., tacts), the instructor presented trials of each IF
statement as an intraverbal fill-in-the-blank statement (e.g., “A dog says ___”).
During baseline, the IF probe sessions occurred after the first and last baseline
session for each condition with a total of two probe sessions per condition. IF
probes also occurred at fixed points in between sessions of the tact teaching
conditions. The probes occurred after the first session of each condition in teaching
and again once the learner met mastery criterion for the tact targets for one session
(i.e., one session at 80% correct, independent responding) and each subsequent
session at 80%. These occurred after the first session rather than after meeting the
full mastery criterion of three sessions because prior researchers have determined
IF is acquired at the same rate as taught targets (Werts et al., 2003). Probing IF
acquisition after the first session at 80% correct responding can accurately measure
acquisition while limiting additional exposure to the IF targets. Researchers have
suggested too many probes (e.g., daily probes) could lead to faster acquisition of
the IF because the additional exposure may cause the learners to attend to the IF
targets during the subsequent teaching procedures (Werts et al., 2003). Including
the minimal amount of probe sessions and teaching conditions reduces exposure to
the IF and better captures if the learner is acquiring the IF targets incidentally.
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For two participants, Mason and Zach, these probe procedures were not
adequate to encourage correct responding to the IV fill-in-the-blank statements.
After 2-3 sessions with a decreasing and/or stable trend (and an increase in
noncompliance during the session), neutral feedback was added to the IF probes for
Zach. The experimenter provided neutral feedback (e.g., “OK,” “Thanks”) after
each of Zach’s responses, correct or incorrect. Mason’s probe procedure was
changed from an IV fill-in-the blank to a match-to-sample procedure. Each of the
IF statements was printed on a piece of paper with the target response left as a
blank (e.g., if the IF statement was “Abu is friends with Aladdin,” the paper said,
“Abu is friends with _____”). The four target responses (e.g., the fill-in-the-blank
response, or “Aladdin” from the previous example) were written on four pieces of
paper and placed on the table. The experimenter read the IF statement to Mason
and had him match the statement with the target response on the table. Praise was
also provided for correct responding. This procedure was suggested by Mason’s
clinical team.
Tact training + IF. Sessions were run as described in baseline with three
exceptions: 1) an echoic prompt (e.g., “dog”) was delivered immediately after the
visual and verbal antecedents were presented for the primary target (i.e., tact trial).
Prompts were faded over sessions by increasing the amount of time before the
prompt was delivered, giving the learner time to respond independently. 2) After
the learner emitted the correct response, the instructor immediately delivered a
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reinforcer (i.e., praise) and then 3) presented the IF statement (e.g., “The dog says
‘woof’”). If the learner did not respond or responded incorrectly to the tact trial, an
error correction procedure was employed, followed by the IF statement. No
programmed consequences were delivered if the learner responded to the IF
statement. If the participant repeated any part of the IF statement, it was recorded
on the data sheet. After the presentation of the IF statement, a 10-s ITI began,
which was equivalent to the same amount of time participants engaged in the vocal
or motor tasks in the next two conditions.
IF + vocal mediation-blocking task. The second teaching condition, IF
with a vocal mediation-blocking task, was conducted in the same manner as the
first teaching condition up until the IF statement was delivered. The instructor
presented a vocal mediation-blocking task immediately after the presentation of the
IF statement. After the learner engaged in the vocal task for 10 s, the instructor
provided verbal praise to reinforce the desired mediation-blocking behavior.
IF + motor distraction task. This condition was identical to the IF + vocal
mediation-blocking task condition, with one exception. Instead of using a vocal
mediation-blocking task, a motor distraction task was delivered. This condition
served as a control to help determine if a covert echoic response might be occurring
after the presentation of the IF statement. The motor task should not prevent covert
echoic behavior from occurring, so if IF targets were mastered in this condition, but
not the vocal-mediation blocking condition, that would lend support to covert
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echoing as the mechanism of action that makes IF effective, and not just any task
will prevent acquisition of IF.
Additional teaching. If any of the IF targets were not acquired as a result
of teaching the primary targets, those IF targets were directly taught. Once the
taught targets in a condition reached mastery criterion for three consecutive
sessions and the IF probes remained at or below 75%, the IF targets were directly
taught using the prompting and reinforcement strategy employed to teach all of the
directly taught targets.

Results
Figure 1 depicts the results for all three participants. The top two panels
show Mason’s data, the middle two panels show Zach’s data, and the bottom two
panels show Austin’s data. For each participant’s pair of panels, the top panel
shows the percentage of correct, independent responses per session for the taught
tact targets across the three experimental conditions: IF, IF + vocal mediationblocking task, and IF + motor distraction task. The bottom panel of each
participant’s pair shows the percentage of correct, independent responses to the
intraverbal fill-in-the-blank IF probes across the same three conditions.
Baseline levels of responding for both the taught targets and the IF probes
were at 0% correct across all participants and all conditions. The teaching phase for
all participants began with a 0-s prompt for the first two sessions of each condition.
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This is shown in each participant’s top panel as the first six data points after the
solid phase change line. The participants had no opportunity to respond
independently, resulting in 0% correct responding all six sessions. After the first
session-block (i.e., the first session for each of the three conditions), the first IF
probe within the teaching phase was run (indicated by the first three data points
after the solid line on the bottom panel of each participant’s graph).
Even after exposure to the IF statements during the first session-block of
teaching, Mason did not respond independently to any of the initial IF probes
during teaching. With the implementation of a 3-s prompt, his responding to the
taught targets (top panel) increased in level. He reached mastery criterion (three
sessions at or above 80% correct) for all of the taught targets in five to six sessions,
but his responding to the IF probes remained at or near 0%, despite an initial
increase in responding in the IF and IF + motor distraction tasks conditions. After
four to five sessions with no improvement in responding to the IF probes, the
format of the probe session was changed to the match-to-sample procedure
described above. Subsequently, Mason’s responding in the IF probes immediately
increased to mastery criterion for all conditions. The original probe arrangement
was reintroduced to determine if the skill of responding to the matching task
transferred to the intraverbal fill-in-the-blank task.
Zach, whose data are displayed in the middle pair of panels, responded
correctly to 8.33% (i.e., 1 of the 12 probe trials) of the targets in the first IF + vocal
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mediation-blocking task condition probes during teaching, shown in the bottom
panel, but his responding in the other two conditions was at 0% correct. With the
implementation of the 3-s prompt with the taught targets, his responding to the
taught targets had an initial increase in level for all conditions, with a slight
decrease in responding during the second session for the IF + vocal-blocking task
and IF + motor distraction task conditions. He reached mastery criterion for taught
targets across all conditions within ten sessions (IF=8 sessions; IF + vocal-blocking
task=10; IF + motor distraction task=9), but his responding to the IF probes
remained variable. Initially, his responding to the probes remained low, with an
average of 25% for the IF and the IF + motor distraction task conditions. Once all
teaching conditions reached 80% correct for at least one session, responding to the
IF probes increased in all conditions, but then began a decreasing trend. Neutral
feedback was then added to the IF probe procedure, which resulted in an increasing
trend for all conditions. The IF condition reached mastery within three sessions of
the inclusion of neutral feedback, but the remaining conditions (IF + vocalblocking task and IF + motor distraction task) remained at 75% correct responding.
Direct teaching measures (i.e., a 0-s prompt) were introduced to the intraverbal fillin-the-blank target he had not acquired in both the IF + vocal mediation-blocking
task and IF + motor distraction task conditions. With the implementation of a 3-s
prompt, correct responding increased in level and remained at the mastery criterion.
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Austin’s data are displayed in the bottom two panels of Figure 1. He
responded at 0% correct for the first session-block of IF probes within the teaching
condition. A change in level was observed in the data once the 3-s prompt was
implemented during the taught target conditions (top panel). Austin reached
mastery criterion for all taught targets within 6-7 sessions (IF=6 sessions; IF +
vocal-blocking task=7; IF + motor distraction task=7). The data on the bottom
panel show Austin’s acquisition of the IF targets. Austin learned all of the IF
targets without direct teaching, although the rate of acquisition was slightly slower
than the rate of acquisition for the taught targets in the IF and IF + vocal mediationblocking task conditions.
Secondary dependent measures were collected on whether the participants
echoed any part of the IF statement and whether they completed the vocal
mediation-blocking and motor distraction tasks for the full 10 s. Figure 2 shows the
percentage of trials, across conditions, in which each participant echoed some part
of the IF statement. Mason repeated at least part of the IF statement more reliably
than the other two participants. He echoed 49.16% of the statements in the IF
condition, 8.33% in the IF + vocal mediation-blocking task condition, and 37.12%
in the motor distraction task. Zach and Austin both had low levels of echoing the IF
statement in all three conditions. Zach echoed 2.38% of the IF statements in the IF
condition, 1.11% in the IF + vocal mediation-blocking task condition, and 2.98% in
the IF + motor distraction task condition, while Austin echoed 1.04% of the IF
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statements in the IF condition, and 1.19% of the statements in both the IF + vocal
mediation-blocking task condition and IF + motor distraction task condition.
Figure 3 shows the percentage of trials of correctly engaging in the vocal
mediation-blocking task and motor distraction task for each participant. Mason
performed the vocal mediation-blocking task for 83.33% of sessions and the motor
distraction task for 90.9% of sessions. Zach performed the vocal mediationblocking task for 62.78% of sessions and the motor distraction task for 86.9% of
sessions. Austin performed the vocal mediation-blocking task for 84.5% of sessions
and the motor distraction task for 92.85% of sessions. All participants reliably
engaged in the motor distraction task more consistently than the vocal mediationblocking task.

Discussion
The purpose of this study was to compare the effects of a vocal mediationblocking task with a motor distraction task on the acquisition of IF targets to
evaluate the hypothesis that a generalized imitative repertoire in the form of overt
or covert echoing is the mechanism of action underlying the acquisition of IF
targets. Although participants engaged in the vocal mediation-blocking task during
the majority of opportunities (Mason: 83.33%, Zach: 62.78%, Austin: 84.5%), both
participants who acquired IF statements without direct teaching did so across all
conditions, including the IF + vocal distraction-task condition. If the vocal
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mediation-blocking task was successful at preventing echoing, this suggests covert
or overt echoing may not be necessary to acquire IF targets.
These results replicate the findings of previous researchers (Loughrey et al.,
2014; Nottingham et al., 2017; Vladescu & Kodak, 2013; Wolery et al., 1993;
Wolery et al., 2000), who showed the inclusion of IF had little effect on the ability
to learn the taught targets. Unlike previous findings (Clough et al, 2016), all
participants in this study did not acquire the IF targets at the same rate as the
primary targets. Instead, the rate of acquisition of the untaught IF targets, tested
during the IF probes, compared to the taught targets varied from participant to
participant. Austin acquired all of the targets without direct teaching during
baseline conditions (i.e., was not provided any feedback for responding to the fillin-the-blank statements). He met mastery criterion for the taught targets in the IF +
vocal mediation-blocking task and IF + motor distraction task conditions at the
same rate as the IF targets (i.e., the session he met mastery criterion for the taught
targets was also the session in which he met mastery for the IF probes) and only
needed one additional teaching session for the IF only condition in order to master
the IF probes for that condition.
Mason and Zach learned the IF probe targets at a much slower rate than the
taught targets. When Mason reached mastery criterion for all three taught target
conditions he was still responding at 0% correct for all of the probe conditions.
Because of this, Mason’s IF probe procedure was changed from an intraverbal fill30

in-the-blank procedure to a match-to-sample. During the original procedure, instead
of filling in the blank during the probes (e.g., saying “Aladdin” when the therapist
said, “Abu is friends with_”), Mason repeated the vocal SD (“Abu is friends with”).
In the fifth and sixth probe sessions, Mason did answer one to three of the probes
correctly, but it is hypothesized this behavior did not sustain due to the lack of
reinforcement. When the match-to-sample procedure was implemented, Mason’s
responding quickly increased to mastery levels. One limitation of this new
arrangement is that we did not collect baseline levels to see if Mason could respond
correctly to this task in the absence of teaching, so these results should be viewed
with reservations.
When Zach reached mastery criterion for the taught target conditions, he
was correctly responding to the IF probes 50-66.66% of opportunities. When he
achieved mastery criterion for the IF condition, he was responding to 66.66% of the
corresponding IF probes and his data were showing an increasing trend. After
mastery criterion was met for the other two conditions (i.e., IF + vocal mediationblocking task and IF + motor distraction task), correct responding to all of the IF
probes was decreasing while his problem behavior (e.g., noncompliance and
responding with non-sense words) began to increase. Based on data collected
during his clinical sessions, his clinical team hypothesized his problem behavior
was maintained by positive reinforcement in the form of attention from adults.
Neutral feedback (e.g., saying “Ok” or “thanks” after each response) was
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incorporated into the probe sessions in an attempt to increase correct responding
and decrease problem behavior by satiating Zach with attention, which would
decrease his need for engaging in problem behavior in order to gain attention. The
inclusion of neutral feedback provided for a better representation of Zach’s
acquisition of the IF targets.
Secondary dependent measures were collected on whether participants
repeated any part of the IF statement during the 10 s after it was presented and
whether the participant completed the full 10 s of the vocal mediation-blocking task
or the motor distraction task. In contrast with previous studies (Nottingham et al.,
2017; Vladescu & Kodak, 2013), repetition of the IF statement was low for all
participants, especially Zach and Austin. Across all trials, Austin only repeated one
IF statement in each condition (i.e., he repeated the IF statement approximately 1%
of trials across conditions). Mason displayed the highest percentage of repeating
the IF statements, but even in the conditions in which he could have repeated the
statement after each trial, he repeated fewer than 50% of opportunities. Based on
these data, if echoics were occurring, the majority must have been covert. This
made it difficult to determine if the participants engaged in echoics in order to
mediate later responding to the intraverbal fill-in-the-blank statements.
Although it was difficult to determine whether covert echoics were
occurring, two participants (Austin and Mason) were observed engaging in an
additional problem-solving behavior during the IF probe sessions. On one to three
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occasions, when presented with the intraverbal fill-in-the-blank statement (e.g.,
“Abu is friends with_”), Mason and Austin used the directly taught tact target to
facilitate their responding. They overtly said the tact target (e.g., “Abu is eating
bread.”) and then answered the fill-in-the-blank statement (e.g., “Abu is friends
with Aladdin.”). This suggests the participants learned an intraverbal chain, or a
series of verbal responses that occur in a particular order (e.g., saying the alphabet;
Skinner, 1957), which may have assisted in their ability to correctly respond to the
intraverbal fill-in-the-blanks statement.

Conceptual Analysis
All participants were able to learn all of the IF statements at the same rate,
which suggests the vocal mediation-blocking task was not successful in hindering
the acquisition of those IF statements it followed (i.e., the IF statements in the IF +
vocal mediation-blocking task condition). This is in contrast with Gutierrez’s
(2006) findings, whose participants were largely unable to complete a sequencing
task without the aid of verbal mediation strategies. There are some differences
between the current study and Gutierrez’s study that could account for this
difference. In Gutierrez’s study, six adult participants were asked to arrange a
sequence of pictures that corresponded to spoken Chinese Mandarin words. The
experimenter said four words in Mandarin (e.g., pen, cup) and, after a delay, the
participants were asked to arrange the corresponding pictures in the order the
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Mandarin words were spoken. The sequencing task paired with the inclusion of a
foreign language could account for the difference in results between Gutierrez’s
and the current study. It is possible that the vocal blocking task did not sufficiently
block the self-echoic, but the inclusion of the pre-experimental assessments
suggested the participants could not engage in echoics and the vocal task at the
same time. However, it is possible the participants were unable to engage in both
behaviors during the pre-assessment, but with continuous exposure and practice
effects, the participants learned to covertly echo and overtly engage in a different
vocal task.
Another explanation for how mediational echoics could have occurred
despite the blocking task is the vocal mediation-blocking task was presented to the
participant immediately after the completion of the IF statement, but there was still
a latency of approximately 1 s between when the IF statement was delivered and
when the student began overtly saying the blocking-response. It is possible the
participants were able to covertly echo the statement so quickly it occurred before
the initiation of the vocal mediation-blocking task (e.g., they echoed it almost
simultaneous to the instructor saying it). Future experiments could assess each
participants’ latency to responding to echoics in order to better ensure the
mediation-blocking task is actually blocking mediation in the form of self-echoics.
An echoic trial can be presented (e.g., “Say, ‘dog’”) and the experimenter can
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measure the latency to a correct response. Those participants with longer latencies
might be better candidates for this experiment.
In addition, it is difficult to determine if the mediation-blocking task was
successful because the majority of the participants did not overtly echo the IF
statements even when it was possible (i.e., during the IF and IF + motor distraction
task conditions). Only one participant, Mason, shows a differentiation between the
percentage of sessions with repeating the IF statement between the three conditions
(IF: 49.16%, IF + vocal mediation-blocking task: 8.33%, IF + motor distraction
task: 37.12%). It seems unlikely that the lack of echoing the IF statement in the IF
+ vocal distraction-task condition had any effect on acquisition because Mason was
able to correctly match all of the IF statements in the match-to-sample arrangement
without additional teaching. If mediation was required, acquisition during the
match-to-sample procedure in the IF + vocal distraction-task condition would have
been at a slower rate than the other two conditions, if it occurred at all.
The discussion of whether or not the participants engaged in a mediational
task may be a moot point. It is possible the participants learned the statements
without relying on a mediational task. Each participant was exposed to each IF
statement three times per teaching session. Each participant was exposed between
15 and 36 times to the IF statements before they performed above 80% correct
responding (i.e., the mastery level) for the first time. In addition, each participant
only needed to fill-in the very last part of the IF statement using a word or phrase
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that was 1-3 syllables. With this many presentations, it is possible the participants
did not need a mediation to remember and perform the target response. Although
mediation is often helpful for complex sequences of behaviors, such as remember
long lists of numbers or multiple steps in a chain, these mediation tactics might not
be needed for more simple tasks (Michael, Palmer, & Sundberg, 2011).
Furthermore, some researchers have suggested the mediational, self-echoic
explanation for response acquisition is not parsimonious (Hayes & Barnes-Holmes,
2004). Hayes and Barnes-Holmes suggest relying on explanations such as
mediation response acquisition is unnecessary and could even be considered a
mentalism, or an explanation that relies on a mental, unobservable dimension to
explain behavior. If we observe behavior from a molar perspective, in contrast to a
molecular perspective which views behavior as discrete responses, we can observe
responses as a pattern of activities that occur over time (Baum, 2002). From this
perspective, the stimuli that immediately precede a response are not the only
controlling factor for why that specific response was selected. For instance, a
participant may have engaged in a self-echoic or covert mediational response in
order to determine how to correctly respond to the intraverbal fill-in-the-blank
statement. Responding to the intraverbal could simply be a chain of behaviors that
involves hearing the intraverbal SD, engaging in covert echoic behavior, and
overtly speaking the correct answer. Rather than viewing this mediational
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responding as a separate set of behaviors, it could be viewed simply as part of the
larger behavior of responding to the verbal SD.
Instead of focusing on the context that immediately precedes the behavior
of interest in this study (i.e., the participant’s ability to acquire IF statements
without direct teaching and/or reinforcement), expanding the timeline may help
provide explanations for this unique behavior. It is possible a generalized imitative
repertoire (Baer & Sherman, 1964) could still be the behavioral mechanism that
explains the acquisition of IF statements, even though it seems unlikely it is a
generalized echoic repertoire. It is possible the verbal relation of hearing the IF
statement and correctly recalling the information later is part of a larger generalized
response class. Even without mediation, it is possible to hear and then appropriately
vocalize a statement to another individual at a later date. This generalized repertoire
could be developed by intermittent social reinforcement for appropriately recalling
information in various contexts, such as something that happened earlier in the day
or the name of a new acquaintance.

Limitations
In addition to those mentioned above, there are a few more limitations to
this study. First, the participants were exposed to part of the target response for the
taught targets in baseline during the IF probe sessions. In order to ensure the
learners could not reliably respond correctly to the intraverbal fill-in-the-blank
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statements, the IF statements had to be presented to the learners during baseline.
This meant the learners were exposed to part of the correct response to the taught
tact targets during baseline. It is unlikely the exposure to the probes had an effect
on the acquisition of the taught targets, as each participant still responded
incorrectly during all subsequent taught target baseline sessions. Furthermore, only
two of the participants reliably responded to the IF probes and acquired the IF
statements without direct teaching. Thus, only two data sets can be applied to the
experimental question.
Another limitation was the inability to reliably evoke the vocal-blocking
task for a few of the participants. Although prompting and reinforcement was
provided during and after the vocal task, participants still only responded 65-85%
of the time. This, paired with the lack of repeating the IF statements in the IF and
the IF + motor distraction task conditions for two of the participants, makes it
difficult to determine if the acquisition of the IF targets in the IF + vocal-blocking
task condition was due to an alternative mechanism of action (other than an echoic
repertoire) or because the blocking task was insufficient to actually block covert
mediation.

Future directions
The present study can be expanded upon and improved by including preexperimental training sessions to teach the participant how to respond to both the
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vocal mediation-blocking task and the motor distraction task. This would
encourage more fluent responding to the task (i.e., engaging in the task for the
entire 10 s, decreasing the latency to beginning the task). This same procedure can
be used to increase overt echoing of the IF statement. If both overt echoing and
consistent responding to the vocal/motor task increase, a stronger argument for or
against the mediation hypothesis can be drawn if there is a differentiation in rates
of acquisition across the various conditions.
In addition, future studies should include a pre-experimental assessment to
ensure the participant reliably repeats the IF statement when possible. The
assessment should involve the experimenter presenting a statement to the learner
and the experimenter should record whether the learner repeats the entire IF
statement. Only participants that repeat the entire statement on 90-100% of
opportunities should be selected to be included in the study. The inclusion of this
pre-experimental assessment would better ensure the participants selected will
repeat the IF statements in conditions in which repetition is possible. The
participant echoing the IF more consistently would address the current study’s
limitation that is was difficult to determine if the mediation-blocking task was
successful because the majority of the participants did not overtly echo the IF
statements even when it was possible.
Examining learners’ echoic repertoires may also illuminate how effective a
mediation-blocking task could be at blocking acquisition. A second experiment in
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this series could be conducted that compares the effectiveness of an unprompted
echoic repertoire to a prompted echoic repertoire. The participants in this study
were not encouraged nor trained to repeat the IF statements after they were
presented. The same participants could be given echoic training before the
beginning of a second research project. They would be taught to repeat the
statements of the teacher to better ensure the IF statement would be repeated during
the ITI or during the motor distraction task. If acquisition is faster during the IF and
IF + motor distraction task conditions and slower, or non-existent, during the IF +
vocal mediation-blocking task condition, a stronger case for the necessity of echoic
mediational responding might be made.
It is also hypothesized that the participants in the current study were able to
acquire the IF statements because the IF statements were too simple and presented
dozens of times. A second experiment using the same participants that acquired the
IF statements (i.e., Zach and Austin) could be run that includes IF statements that
are more difficult to acquire, such as longer and/or unrelated/arbitrary IF
statements. If mediation was not necessary in the current experiment, increasing the
difficulty of the IF statements might increase the necessity of using mediational
self-echoic behavior, which might show a differentiation in responding for the IF +
vocal mediation-blocking task condition. The difficulty of the IF statements could
be increased incrementally to determine more precisely when echoic mediation
behaviors are needed to acquire IF statements.
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Figures

Figure 1: Percentage of correct independent responses to the taught targets and IF
probes across three participants.
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Figure 2: Average percentage across trials of repeating the IF stimulus for the IF,
verbal mediation-blocking task, and motor distraction task conditions for all
participants.
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Figure 3: Average percentage across trials of correct responding to the verbal
mediation-blocking and motor distraction tasks for all participants.
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Tables
Table 1: All 12 taught targets for Mason, including a picture of the nonverbal SD,
the verbal SD, the correct response to the SD, the IF statement, and the IV fill-inthe-blank (used during the probe sessions, separated by condition.
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Table 2: All 12 taught targets for Zach, including a picture of the nonverbal SD, the
verbal SD, the correct response to the SD, the IF statement, and the IV fill-in-theblank (used during the probe sessions, separated by condition.
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Table 3. All 12 taught targets for Austin, including a picture of the nonverbal SD,
the verbal SD, the correct response to the SD, the IF statement, and the IV fill-inthe-blank (used during the probe sessions), separated by condition
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